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Too much kissing?Little Bear sends Grandmother a picture, and she likes it so much she asks Hen

to take him a thank-you kiss. But Hen passes the kiss to Frog, who passes it to Cat, and on and

onâ€”will Little Bear ever get his kiss?
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This story about Little Bear is a charming introduction to the world of reading for beginners,

especially for those who are already familiar with this gentle cub and his friends. Little Bear is a

sweet child to his mother and father, and a good friend to Duck, Hen and Cat. Minarik's simple

narrative will be easy enough for young readers, and Sendak's illustrations will hold their attention.In

this story, Little Bear draws a picture for his grandmother, and asks Hen to take it to her. When

Grandmother sends a kiss back to Little Bear, Hen carries it until she sees some friends, then she

passes it along to Frog, who carries it until he sees a pond and passes it on to Cat .... This is a fun

story with a few simple lines and large illustrations on each page. Kids will enjoy the funny ending

(and so will you).

A Kiss for Little Bear is a charming story about a young bear who draws a picture for is

grandmother. Not surprisingly at all, this picture looks like one of the monsters from "Were the Wild

Things Are." Little Bear has his friend Hen deliver the picture to Grandmother Bear. She is so



delighted with the drawing that she sends Hen back to Little Bear with a kiss for him. The simple

kiss gets passed on, friend to friend ("telephone style") until it finally gets to Little Bear. Little Bear

ask Hen to take a kiss back to Grandmother Bear. But Hen refuses because "kisses get all mixed

up." In the end, the girl and boy skunk get married, because they enjoyed the kissing. It is all very

sweet and innocent.My copy is 40 years old. I remember my mother reading this to me. It was then

passed to my aunt to read to her children. When I was pregnant, my aunt gave it back to me. I love

reading this enchanting story to my daughter. We giggle and trade kisses and have a great snuggle

right before bed. This is another memory filled classic that I am truly thrilled to be able to pass on.

Highly recommended.

I felt the art work in this one was probably some of the best in the series and I did love the story.

The story is simple, Little Bear sends a picture to his grandmother and it is taken to her by Hen.

Grandmother, upon reciept of the picture wants to pass along a kiss to Little Bear. The kiss is

passed from animal to animal until Little Bear receives his gandmothers kiss via the Hen. The story

is cute, the illustrations are great and the kids love it. What more could you want. JUST A NOTE: I

almost never refer to the review by another reviewer. In this case I will make an exception. There

are Kisses and there are Kisses. I kiss my grandchildern all the time. I kiss cats and dogs and have

even kissed a frog in my time. I can assure you there is nothing inappropriate in these kisses. It is

an action as old as the human race. As to the skunks kissing, just what is so bad about that. You

have a girl skunk that kisses a boy skunk, they enjoy it, they enjoy each other and then they get

married. And this is bad? I can remember years ago first kissing my wife. We were all of fifteen

years old at the time. We kissed for several more years, got married, had wonderful children and

now have wonderful grandchildren and hope soon to have wonderfulgreat-grandchildren. This is

bad? I frankly thought this was a good, healthy thing to add to this story and am glad the author did.

Even at the age the book is targeted for, the wee ones should know about kisses. Recommend this

one highly.

My daughter is 5 years old . She watches Little Bear on T.V. and wants to learn how to read this

book because of the show . I will buy more of these books soon as long as she is interested in them

. I will also buy them for my niece and nephew as well . I really like the easy to read words that don't

discourage kids from wanting to learn to read .The paperback books are easy to take with us .

Thank you ,



This book is beautifully written and little bear illustrations are classic! The book is small, so it works

best when reading to just one or two children. A great book for preschool age children.

My son, 2 1/2, loves Little Bear from the cartoons on Noggin and was thrilled that we found these

books to read to him. He often selects this book (or one of the other Minarik books) from his

bookcase at bedtime for my wife or I to read to him. The stories are brief but entertaining and the

illustrations are rich and engaging. The books are a bit flimsy and I would prefer that they be

available in a more durable format but that is a minor issue compared to the wonderful content of

these books.

This book is cute and funny! The way the animals pass on the kiss and little bear receives it makes

this story one of my favorites. The Little Bear series is one of the best.

I think the other reviewers have said it all when it comes to the gentle story and the excellent

illustrations. This book is awesome!! I have no complaints at all. The one thing that I would add is

that this story is also peppered with advanced vocabulary that is a useful challenge for my little

child. I made flashcards of the words he stumbled with and we review them as a game, which he

loves. I have found that, after accumulating a large library, most of the books for this age group use

the same, easy words, which really limits the complexity of the story or the sense of

accomplishment for the child after successfully finishing the book. This book is a nice exception and

one that I would keep for the long haul.
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